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ABSTRACT
The positions of the ground track of the aircraft and of the aircraft
sensor footprints, in particular the metric camera and the radar scatter-
ometer on the C-130 aircraft, are estimated by a program called ACTRK.
The program uses the altitude, speed, and attitude information contained
in the radar scatterometer data files to calculate the positions. The
report documents the ACTRK program.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the Aircraft Tracks (ACTRK) program, written in FORTRAN,
is to calculate the positions of the C-130 aircraft and of the centers of
sensor footprints (ground resolution elements or fields of view) during a
particular data run. The calculations are possible due to frequent (about
every 0.65 sec) information provided in the data files on the altitude, speed,
and attitude of the aircraft. In the ACTRK program, it is assumed that the
aircraft was flying over level terrain, that no errors exist in the input
data, and that changes in aircraft orientation ^-^d speed were gradual through-
out the flight. These assumptions were valid for the agricultural scenes
addressed by the program.
2.0 INPUT PARAMETERS
The input parameters (from the computer compatible tape or disk file)
are defined as follows:
1. Roll angle (ROLL 1 ) - the angle between the line passing through the
aircraft wing tips and the horizontal plane. The roll angle is positive when
the left wing is above the ► orizontal plane. The units are degrees.
1 The name of the parameter in the FORTRAN program is given in all capitals.
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2. Pitch angle (PITCH) - the angle between the line passing through the
fuselage of the aircraft and the horizontal plane. The pitch angle is positive
when the nose of the aircraft is above the horizontal plane. The units are
degrees.
3. Heading angle (AHEAD) - the azimuthal orientation of the line passing
through the fuselage of the aircraft as r+en from above relative to true north.
The angle is measured clockwise from true forth. The units are degrees.
4. Drift angle (DRIFT) - the differec a between the heading angle and
the direction of the actual ground track. The drift angle is positive when
the ground track is clockwise from the heading angle. The units are degrees.
5. Ground speed (GS) - the speed of the aircraft with respect to the
ground.
	
Ground speed is calculated by the onboard navigation system computer
from thr air speed and the wind speed vectors. The units are knots.
6. Radar altitude (ALT) - the vertical distance between the aircraft
and the ground. The units are feet.
The above parameters are given on the first of the four data files versus
elapsed time (ET) from the time of the first record. Also, the actual times
(Greenwich Meridian Time, GMT) of Zhe acquisition of these data are given on
each record in hours (NHR), minutes (NMIN), and seconds (SEC). These time
values are used to compute the time in seconds (TIME). The units for time
(ET and TIME) are seconds.
3.0 LOGIC OF THE PROGRAM
If one follows the logic of the ACTRK program, it is divided into several
parts as follows.
r
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Dimensions of arrays are defined at the beginning. Allowances are made
to handle up to 300 records (data records) for each aircraft run. This can
be increased if necessary.
The program requests an Input from the terminal for the orientation of
the flight line (FLIGHT) that was being flown (the intended flight line
direction measured clockwise from true north as viewed from above). Be sure
to include a decimal point in the input from the terminal since the read
format is floating point. The units are degrees.
The first three records of the file are read into dummy variables.
These records are headers for the remaining data records.
Data records are then read in a loop until the end of file is encountered.
Within the loop, the time data are converted to seconds (TIME), and the de-
rived parameters, GTRACK and GtIVA, are calculated. GTRACK is the ground
track angle (in degrees from true north in a manner similar to that of AHEAD).
GTRACK is given by
GTRACK - AHEAD + DRIFT	 (1)
GAMMA is the angle between the flight line direction (FLIGHT) and the ground
track (GTRACK) and is given by
GAMMA - FLIGHT - GTRACK	 (2)
The ground speed (GS) is converted from knots to feet per second and re-
stored in the same variable name.
After the inputting of the data records is completed, the number of data
records, ISTOP, is calculated. Then, two more inputs are requested from the
terminal. One is the absolute position (XSTAR.) of the aircraft at the time
of the first data record as measured down the flight line (X-axis). The
other is the absolute position (YSTART) of the aircraft at the time of the
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first data record as measured to the left of the flight line (Y-axis) as one
faces the flight line direction. Be sure to include decimal points in these
parameters entered from the terminal since the format is floating point. The
incl-ision of XSTARI and YST..: T allows one to locate the subsequent positions
in an absolute frame of reference. The units are feet.
The program proceeds by going through a loon in which the positions
(X,Y) of the aircraft are calculated. A simple dead reckonin,; procedure is
used. The aircraft is vectored along at the average ground speed (ari::hmetic
average of two adjacent data record values) in the average direction angle,
GAMMA, with respect to the intended flight line, FLIGHT. The time of travel
is the difference in the elapsed times (ET) between data records. Elapsed
time is used rather than absolute time (TIME) since ET is given to an accuracy
of hundredths of a second and TIME is given only to an accuracy of tenths of
a second. The results of the aircraft position calculations are stored in
the X and Y arrays. The units are feet. The equations for X and Y are as
follows:
Xi+1 - Xi + (ETi+1 - ETi ) * GS * COS(GAMMA)	 (3)
Y i+1 - Yi + (ETi + 1 - ETi ) * GS * SIN(GAMMA)	 (4)
Given the aircraft positions, X and Y. the program proceeds with the
calculation of the positions of the photo centers and the centers of the
radar scatterometer footprints (i.e., the areas from which returned and
filtered radar scatterometer signals come). Another angle, EPI, is calcu-
lated in this procedure. EPI is the difference between the 'ntended flight
line direction (FLIGHT) and the heading angle (AHEAD) of the aircraft. EPI
is needed due to the fact that the fan-shaped antenna of the radar scatter-
ometer is aligned with the axla of the aircraft and is directed toward the
aft of the aircraft. Aircraft roll affects the location of the intersection
of the antenna pattern and the ground. It is assumed that the metric camera
is hard mounted to the aircraft (i.e., it rolls with the aircraft as the air-
craft rolls). In the case of the radar scatterometer, changes ir. pitch angle
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(PITCH) do not affect the position of the radar scatterometer footprint since
the incidence angle has been specified according to the Doppler frequency
shift filter used in processing the data. Changes in pitch angle do affect
the position of the caul ra phot^ center. Changes in the roll angle do affect
both the camera and radar scatterometel footprint positions. Of course,
changes in altitude affect these positions also. In the last computational
loop of the program, the equatioas used to predict the effects of changes in
pitch, roll, and drift on these positions are applied. See the attached
figures (Figures 2 and 3) for the equations.
the last loop simply writes the results of the calculations out to a
file for subseuqent use.
The last plot given in this note shows the results of the application of
ACTRK to an actual aircraft flight run over Webstet County, Iowa, on August 19,
:980. Note the different tracks of the photo center, aircraft ground track,
and radar scatterometer footprints. In some instances, the lateral displace-
m,nt between pairs of tracks is several hundred feet. This could result in
some footprints lying outside a particular field of interest at some or all
angles of viewing. It should be noted, in particular, that the use of photog-
raphy to locate the aircraft and the positions of radar scatterometer foot-
prints could result in some data being included wrongly in a data set that is
supposed to be taken over a given field.
4.0 CONCLUSION
r
	
	 The program, ACTRK, is explained in this short document. It produces
useful estimates of the positions of the aircraft, photo centers. and radar
scatterometer footprints where level terrain has been overflown and where
changes in the altitude, speed, and attitude of the aircraft are slow enough
to be well tracked by the data given in the first data file of the set of
four data files produced by the NASA Johnson Space Center before 1982.
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If significantly unlevel terrain should be encountered, the user should
not use the ACTRK program. The distance from the aircraft position to the sen-
sor footprint position would be in error. Also, the range from Lhe aircraft
to the sensor footprint would be in error. Finally, the local incidence angle
would not be equal to the sensor look angle. It should be possible to alter
the program such that the elevation of the surface along the flight line can
be estimated on one pass and used in antoher pass to make these estimates
more accurately than does the existing ACTRK program.
To use the calculated aircraft and aircraft censor positions with the
measured data, the author makes the following comments. One can use the air-
craft positions versus time of flight (TIME) or elapse time (ET) as given as
a basis for other comparisons. The sensors, however, acq,jire data over an
area that is not, in general, directly below the aircraft. For example, a,:
nominal ground speeds (160 knots), at an altitude of 460 meters (1500 feet),
and with a pitch angle of one degree, the center of the photos leads the air-
craft position by 8 meters (26 feet) or 0.1 seconds. The position of the
radar scatterometer footprint taken at a sensor look angl% of 15 degrees 1ps
the aircraft position by 123 m (402 ft.) or 1.5 sec. At a sensor look angle
of 50 degrees, the ±A is 548 m (111 88 ft) or 6.6 sec. Reportedly, in the
case of the radar scatterometer data, the measurements have 'bee:i adjusted
such that the radar backscattering coefficient value reported at a given time
is of the area under the aircraft or to the left of right of the aircraft
when nonzero roll and drift angles existed) at the time reported. This is
the so-called nadir time correction. Nevertheless, the data are actually
acquired several seconds later (1.5 and 6.6 seconds, respectively, for 15
and 50 degree data) when the aircraft wF« in a different attitude than at the
time of the overflight of the area in question. The author has noted, also,
that the apparent time that the airplane crosses d field boundary according
to the photography can be as much as 1.5 seconds before that boundary is
crossed by the radar scatterometer even though the data have been nadir time
corrected. The explanation of this observation has not been found by the
author.
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C GS	 ukuuNU SPE_U	 (K,40TS)	 CALCULATEu 6Y UN-dUAkO ACT00310
C .4AVIUATION SYSTEM ACTUO340
C AHEAD	 AIRCRAFT HEADING	 (UEv)	 MEASURED FROM TRUE NORTH ACT00330
C (0	 - 360 DE(;).	 IS 140T	 THE	 SAME.	 P4 GEriEKAL. ACTUOJ40
C AS THE GaOUNU TRACK ACT00350
C FLIGHT	 THE	 INTENDED 6P OUND TRACK OF THE AIkCPAFT uR THL ACTuo36U
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	 RU(v	 (FEET) ACT0046C
C YSTART	 AySULUTE POSITION OF THE AIRCRAFT PERPENDICULAk ACT0047C
C (U	 THE	 FLIt,HT	 LINE	 AT	 THE TIME	 OF	 THE FIRST	 DATA ACTU04bC
C -'ECQKD FO P THE RUN	 (FEET) aCT0049C
C x	 NJSITION OF THE AIRCRAFT MEASURED ALONG THE ACTU0500
C rLIGHT	 LINT	 (FEET) ACT00510
C Y	 knSITION OF	 THE	 AIRCRAFT	 MEASURED ^,ERkENUICULAP ACTUO520
C TO	 TnE	 FLIGH T	 LINE	 (FEET) ACT00530
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THE CENTER OF THE	 'AETRIL r+ HOTO	 (FEET)ACT00540
C X159	 Y15	 WOSITICN OF	 THE	 15 UEG rAUAk SCATT=KOr •ETER ACTU0550
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29915(300).Yi5(300)•x:)u(30u)•Y5u(30u).TI ME(Jo0) ACTOOb4O
C ACTuO650
INPUT OF FLIG-T	 LINt	 ul-FCTION FROM	 THE	 TERMINAL 4CTu0660C
aCTuu67o
w^1TEt1F•^0	 > ACTU06b0
200	 F^aMAT ( l	 F .TE-r	 I I ► TENL)tD	 aIaC 4L FT	 FLIUHT	 LIwE	 HEAUTNG	 (Ut'^) : 0 ) AC1u0690
P- AO(15.10U) F LI0mT ACTuU100
lU n 	FOk M AT(Fl,^.l) ACTu07lo
C AClU0720
C CONvEt.T	 A':',LE;	 F".^ ) u 	!'tG = FES	 TU	 rtADIA,vi ACTuU730C ACTvu7•.0
P T=3.1 4 15 Q ?l 4CTU0750
T ►+E15a=1S.^^I/1 M ^. ACTu07t)u
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FILE: ACTkK	 FOaT;?AN A	 EODL / JOH 74SON SPACE CENTEP
C N` O• DJMm Y REAR FIPST DATA kECOkD	 !N(-E ET DIFFEREN	 wCE dET * Et ACTOO60u
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C ACTO0620
REAU(20.101)AA98t++CC.uU ACTUO030
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C ACTuOd50
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C ACT0092U
C CONVERT HP-MIN-SEC TO SECONDS	 ((,-MT) ACTUO930
C ACTOO94)
TIME(I)=30;0,).*FLOAT(NHR) 	 +	 b0.*FLOAT(NMIN)	 +	 SEC ACT009S)
C ACT009bC
C WPITE	 INPUT DATA TO LINE PRINTE,r TO VEkIFY CORRECT 	 INPUT ACTUO470
C +O4 NOTE 4 ** 0SE-4	 4AY ELIMIr4A% THIS STE P ACTUOV60
C ACT009140
WRITE(6.500)ET(I).N HK,NM IN.SEC.KOLL(I). P !TLH(1).DK1 F T(I).ALT(I) ACT01000
1+GS(I).AHFdiP(i) ACTUIOIO
500 FORMAT(F8.2.2I3+f5.l.bFN.2) ACTU1020
C ACTU103U
C CALCULATE GROUND TRACK AND GA'^MA ANGLE
ACT01040
GTRACK(I)=AHEAD(I)	 +	 Urt IFT(I) ACTvIO60
GAMMA(I)=FLIGHT - GTRACK(I) ACT011070
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C ACTO110O
uS(I)=GS(I)*bO80./3600. ACT01110
20 CONTINUE
ACT01120 
C
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300 ISTOP=I-	 1
ACT01160 
C
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